Tarptent Aeon Li

6. Pull out one front corner and stake. Repeat with other front corner. The
goal is a regular pentagon. Remove stake at vestibule end and reinsert
through guyline stake loop. Make sure there is slack in the line to allow
the vestibule fabric to rise up when the pole is inserted.

Setup

Basic setup is very easy. It will take about
2 minutes once you get the hang of it. For
additional photos and setup video, see
https://www.tarptent.com/product/aeon-li/

Stake through
O-ring

Pull tight

1. Spread canopy on ground, floor side
down. Remove stakes from stake bag and have ready.
2 Set trekking poles to about 115-120cm/ 45-47in or assemble substitute pole.
3. Pull out one strut supported end of the canopy, spread strut ends apart, insert
stake through O-ring and stake to ground.
4. Now walk to the other end of the stucture, pull out opposite end, and stake
7. Insert pole handle (or tip) through vent or underneath the vestibule and
through O-ring. The long back wall should be taut. Restake as necessary.
insert the tip (or handle) into the apex cone. The pole should be on the left
side of cross strut.

5. Now pull the vestibule edge out until centered.
Stake through both loops where the vesibule closes. The goal is a regular
triangle as shown.

8. Set the other end of the pole on the ground and bring it as close to vertical
as you can. The goal is high tension.
9. Use line tighteners (pull cord end to tighten; lift lever to loosen) to adjust
tension line at vestibule. Walk to back wall and stake center strut guyline.
Adjust end tensions and vertical pole tension until shape is symmetrical
and ridgelines are taut. Be sure tension lines at strut supported ends follow
ridgeline direction.

10. Open vestibule door. Both the vestibule door and interior mesh door roll
and up and secure with magetic straps. Angle and boost or lower pole to
suit desired entryway and height above ground. Retension lines as needed.

Seam-sealing and Repair
The Aeon Li is fully taped and waterproof. Small holes and tears can be
easily patched with seam tape and some is included with your purchase.
Please contact us if you need more.
Condensation
Ventilation and fabric warmth are your best defenses against condensation.
Keep doors open as much as possible and try to set up where it’s breezy. Look
for warmer and drier microclimates under trees and out of valleys and lake
basins. For more information, please see

Venting
End vents can be adjusted to suit conditions. For milder conditions and
maximum ventilation, leave the flaps open. To pull down the flap,  release the
cordloc tension and pull fabric forward. Slide the cordloc back through the
buttonhole and drop the flap. Reverse to close the flap.

https://vimeo.com/tarptent/condensation
Sometimes stakes loosen in wet soil or under wind load. Use the line tighteners
and/or boost trekking poles from inside to tighten the fabric.
Key points to consider
• Stake the apex pullout for enhanced wind or snow performance and to
enable full side opening.
• The fabric will resist much stress but neither flame nor abrasion. Treat it
accordingly.
• Roll, rather than stuff, for storage.  Stuffing limits the fabric lifespan.
Thank you for your purchase and we sincerely hope that you greatly enjoy your
Aeon Li. Feedback is always welcome.

Perimeter venting can be enhanced by increasing the trekking pole height For
a perimeter near ground level and maximum warmth set your pole as low as
107cm. For maxium venting and interior height, set your trekking pole as high
as 125cm.
Apex Guyline
Use the included apex guyline to
enhance wind performance. It can
be staked to the existing stake (as
shown) or staked separately.
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